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A GPS antenna sits atop a single mast bolted to the bedrock in eastern Greenland.

I

t’s 10 a.m. on Monday morning, and two chunks of granite have been pressing against
each other for the past half hour. Under the force of 700 pounds per square inch, they
stick, then slip, causing cracks and pops to echo through the room. A transducer

latched to the side of the rock sends a digital record of waves to a nearby computer, where
Heather Savage starts crunching the data.
Savage is a rock mechanics specialist, a master of earthquake simulation. She’s one
of several new scientists in Lamont-Doherty’s Seismology, Geology, and Tectonophysics
Division using innovative technology to understand the behavior of tectonic plates as they
move across Earth’s surface. By pushing faults to their literal breaking points and creating
miniature quakes in the Observatory’s new rock mechanics lab, Savage and her colleagues
are extending Lamont-Doherty’s long legacy of describing the movements of the earth.
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the Pacific with Lamont-Doherty scientists aboard,
gathering sediment cores and towing a magnetometer behind it like an aquatic caboose. While
journeying over the Pacific-Antarctic ocean ridge,
the crew took measurements of the seafloor that
would come to be known as “the magic profile,”
providing the exact mirror image of magnetized
rock predicted by seafloor spreading.
“It was as perfect a symmetry as nature was
going to give you,” recalls Walter Pitman, a
research scientist at Lamont-Doherty who was
aboard one of the early Eltanin cruises. And so
plate tectonics was born, envisioning Earth’s surface as a network of rigid plates riding in concert
across melted rock, propelled by a spreading
ocean floor. The seabed was churning, and the
continents were on the move.
FROM OCEAN TO ORBIT

LAMONT-DOHERTY AND THE BIRTH OF
PLATE TECTONICS
As early as the 1500s, cartographers could see
that the continents, particularly South America and
Africa, fit together like puzzle pieces. But it wasn’t
until the 1950s that scientists began to understand
how continents could march across the globe.
Lamont-Doherty scientists Marie Tharp and
Bruce Heezen laid the foundation for an explanation that would come to be known as seafloor
spreading. Using echo soundings that measured
seafloor depth below ocean research vessels,
they generated a topographic map of the ocean
floor. This rendering revealed a deep-sea mountain range stretching from north to south throughout the world’s oceans, a distinct V-shaped valley
often running along its peak.
Harry Hess of Princeton University realized this
mid-ocean ridge might be the seam at which the
continents drift apart, explaining their uncanny fit.
He proposed that a constant supply of magma
from within Earth was emerging from the ridge’s
peak and spreading in opposite directions—thus
expanding ocean basins and nudging the continents away from the mid-ocean axis.
For this model to be true, the seafloor on either
side of the ridge should show a symmetrical
pattern of alternately magnetized strips of rock,
as noted by British scientists Fred Vine and Drum
Matthews. The magma from the mid-ocean ridge
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In the recently renovated rock mechanics lab, Heather Savage slides two wedges of rock into a biaxial
deformation apparatus, which applies pressure until the two pieces slip. Attached wires record displacement and acoustic emissions, allowing Savage to model the behavior of faults under stress.

Magma cools as it spreads out from a mid-ocean
ridge, solidifying into strips of rock with alternating
polarity corresponding to the planet’s magnetic
field at the time of their formation. Data found on
early Eltanin surveys revealed this magnetic profile, confirming the theory of seafloor spreading.

contains iron-rich minerals that point to Earth’s
magnetic poles like compass needles. As magma
spreads from the ridge and cools, these minerals
lock in place, thus recording the planet’s magnetic
field at that time. Since Earth’s magnetic poles
flip about every 200,000 years, the rock emerging from the underwater mountain should reflect
these periodic reversals in polarity.
In the mid-1960s, the National Science Foundation research vessel Eltanin explored the waters of

A 21st-century understanding of how the plates
move requires going beyond the oceans. In fact, it
requires going beyond Earth. Space-based geodesy is a field of research that paints a large-scale
picture of the planet by determining its shape,
size, and orientation in space using signals from
orbiting satellites and even distant galaxies. These
advanced data collection methods offer a new era
for understanding if plate tectonic theory matches
present-day movements of Earth.
Jim Davis, a geodesist at Lamont-Doherty,
uses a network of GPS receivers to understand
fine movements of tectonic plates. “Measurements of the ocean floor in the 1960s showed
that plate tectonics happened,” says Davis.
“Geodesy supplies the data that prove the plates
are still moving today.”
The GPS receivers Davis uses are superscience versions of those in cars. “When you’re
driving, you can be a few meters off,” says Davis.
“But our instruments allow us to detect if these
plates move by less than the width of a human
hair every year.” Satellites orbiting Earth send
signals to receivers placed across the globe, and
Davis analyzes the collected data to monitor how
the distances between points on Earth change
over time.
These precise measurements have revealed
that disastrous quakes are not the only events
altering the planet’s crust. Plates may also slip
in “silent” earthquakes that change the shape of
Earth in months rather than minutes. “They still
look like earthquakes and deform the plate in the
same way that an earthquake does,” says Davis.
“It’s just really slow, so no one notices.”
These slow-slip events occur in predictable
cycles throughout the Pacific Northwest. Davis
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the microscope and look at very fine motions, you
find that’s not true.”
Much like Marie Tharp and her topographic
map or Walter Pitman on the Eltanin, Davis and
his colleagues are in the data-gathering stage.
“The development of plate tectonic theory was
led by the data, and the data at that time pointed
to the rigidity of plates,” he says. “It’s a very
important part of science to find models and
theories that explain the data.”
Starting this spring, Davis will head LamontDoherty’s first geodesy lab. Its researchers will
analyze plate movements and glaciology while
developing the hardware for more accurate GPS
receivers. In addition to monitoring silent earthquakes, Davis will study other forces on plates, including a phenomenon called postglacial rebound.
When glacier coverage of the planet peaked
around 20,000 years ago, the weight of these
ice masses caused depressions to form on the
continents. As the glaciers melted, the dimples
remained, forcing the planet into a state of readjustment that can affect everything from presentday sea levels to distributions of gravity.
Davis pioneered the use of GPS receivers to
study this effect, and it’s another way spacebased techniques are giving Lamont-Doherty
researchers a more nuanced understanding of the
forces shaping Earth’s surface.
“Plate tectonics assumes there are rigid plates
moving around,” says Davis, “but in reality, none
of these plates are really rigid, ever, anywhere—
and so it’s because there are these other forces
like postglacial rebound acting on plates that we
need to study all of Earth’s tectonic movements.”
By serving as an incubator for increasingly accurate GPS technologies, the new geodesy lab
promises to bring plate tectonics into the 21st
century by incorporating these subtle yet significant changes in Earth.
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is currently researching a 1,000-kilometer stretch
between the Rockies and the San Andreas
Fault that may be undergoing silent earthquakes
as well. The finding is startling because early
plate tectonics visualized rigid plates moving at
constant velocities across Earth, whereas Davis’s
research suggests the motions take place at
varying speeds, with movement happening far
beyond plate boundaries.
“We’re beginning to see a real refinement of
plate tectonic theory,” explains Davis. “It opens
the question: if you get better and better accuracy, can you really say any place is moving
at a constant speed all of the time? Maybe plate
tectonics shows a low-resolution view of Earth,
where it looks like rigid plates move past each
other at constant velocities. But once you get out

NASA’s twin Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellites orbit Earth, taking highprecision gravity measurements used by Jim Davis to quantify changes such as mass loss from melting glaciers in Greenland. The irregular shape of Earth is an exaggerated representation of the varying
strength of the planet’s gravity field due to uneven distributions of mass.

SHAKING THINGS UP
Back in the rock mechanics lab, Heather Savage
uses an array of earthquake-mimicking machines
to test how plates move, interact, and deform.
The lab’s goal is to study how and why earthquakes begin where they do, why some get large
and some stay small—and what it takes to get
them started.
“All faults are under stress right now, but earthquakes aren’t happening on every single one,”
says Savage. “We’re trying to understand how
easy it is to trigger a fault, whether from human
activity or natural forces in the Earth.”
Savage simulates stress conditions on a fault
by taking two pieces of rock with a saw-cut in the
middle and applying pressure until they give way.
Other times, she’ll load a machine with an intact
specimen to see how long it takes to shatter. In a
separate room shielded by steel-lined walls, a triaxial
apparatus applies pressure from three directions, allowing Savage to emulate the extreme temperatures
and pressures up to 15 kilometers within Earth—
once she leaves the room for safety, of course.
“The great thing about conducting experiments
is that you can re-create the same conditions
at the depth where earthquakes start and then
tweak those conditions to understand how faults
will respond,” says Savage. “It’s a really fun way
to ask questions.”

The lab uses either rocks widely tested in the
literature with well-documented experimental
records, or, when available, rocks from real fault
zones. For the latter, they can sometimes keep
the fault intact and place it in the apparatus for
a near–in situ test of fault strength and other
properties.
But Savage doesn’t limit her research to the
catastrophic quakes. Like Jim Davis, she also

“We’re trying to understand
how easy it is to trigger a fault,
whether from human activity or
natural forces in the Earth.”
studies slow-slip events and has started experiments on these phenomena in the lab. Her team
hopes to identify the special conditions that allow
faults to move at this rate.
“We’ve known even before plate tectonics that
earthquakes happen on faults,” says Savage,
“but to really understand the full spectrum of fault
behavior, from slow-slip events to earthquakes—
that’s the next challenge.”
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